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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
This publication summarizes the results of studies made during an FAO assignment
in Malaya from October 1961 to April 1963. The full results of the investigations have
earlier been described in FAOlETAP Report No. 1671 : Report to the Government of
the Federation of Malaya on Consumptive Use of Watter, Possibilities of Double
Cropping and Irrigation Requirements for Rice Lands in Malaya, by G. A. w. VAN DE
GOOR and G. ZIJLSTRA, FAO, Rome, 1963.
The present publication has been prepared as many of the conclusions of this study
are believed to be of interest also for other countries in Soutb East Asia and elsewhere.
The authors want to reiterate their great appreciation and sincere thanks to the Director and staff of the Drainage and Irrigation Division (D.I.D.) of the Government of
Malaya for providing numerous facilities and generous help in carrying out the
investigations.
The Institute wishes to express its thankfulness to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations for the permission to publish this material.
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1. INTRODUCTION

More than 90percent of the world’s rice - the staple food of half the world population is grown and consumed in the Far East. It is important that rice production is increased
since the annual rate of population growth in most countries of this region is higher
than the annual expansion of rice output, and also since the consumption per head
is still too low and should be kproved(1)’).
Production of rice can be increased by:
a. Development of new land for rice production
b. Increasing the production of existing rice land
c. Growing a second rice crop during the off season.
A more stable or regular water supply and good water management are prerequisites
for all these various methods of increasing rice production. A study of the irrigation
requirements for wet rice cultivation under different soil conditions in main and off
seasons is, therefore, essential. The results of such a study in Malaya are described in
this publication.
Rice production in Malaya provides about two-thirds of the requirements of its population. The Government’s policy is to increase the local production of rice with the
ultimate aim to attain self-sufficiency in this staple food crop, at the same time
increasing the income of the rural population.
In Malaya traditionally only one rice crop per year was grown in the main (wet)
season. During the off season most of the land was not used for growing crops, but
lay ‘fallow’, and was sometimes used for grazing cattle. Out of a total of 870,000
(1965: 880,000)acres of wet padi land in 1960 20,000,in 1962 46,000 and in 1965
90,000 acres of off-season padi were harvested(l5). The area planted to other crops
(mainly maize and vegetables) during the off season, is only small and was in 1962
e.g. only 3,500 acres.
Of 870,000acres wet padi land in 1962, 500,000 acres were in gazetted irrigation areas
and provided with irrigation facilities of various kinds. Thus Malaya falls in line with
countries like Ceylon, Taiwan, Indonesia and Madagascar where about 60 percent
of the rice area is under irrigation. In the other Asian countries, except Japan where
almost all rice land is artificially irrigated, less than 30 percent of the area is under
irrigation.
Irrigation in the wet main-season is only supplementary to rainfall. With good conservation of rainwater on the land, it is possible to grow a rice crop in the main season
without any irrigation at all. In fact, several areas in Malaya grow one rice crop per
year under rainfall conditions alone. In the off season however, it is not possible to
grow rice without a dependable irrigation supply, i.e. an irrigation scheme of adequate
capacity and with efficient distribution of the water to all fields.
Off-season irrigation in Malaya poses special problems, resulting from the topography
and hydrology of the country. The rivers are short with relatively small catchments.
Consequentlythe riverflow closely follows the rainfall pattern. Most existing irrigation
schemes in Malaya tap their water from the normal flow in a river at a headworks
Without any appreciable impounding. In the off-season low riverfìows are likely to
coincide with the periods of highest water requirement for irrigation. For many areas
Tb numbers

to t b list of rekcm.
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it will then be necessary to resort to expensive pumping schemes to pump the irrigation water from the lower reaches of the larger rivers, or to the construction of' storage
dams to augment low riverflows.
In order to make the best use of available water resources and of financial means, it is
necessary to design schemes for off-season irrigation on realistic water duties based on
the actual water requirements in the rice-fields. In most rice growing countries cultivation and irrigation methods of rice are more or less comparable with those of Malaya:
this study of irrigation requirements of rice in Malaya may therefore be presented as a
guidance for other countries.
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2. W A T E R USE I N V E S T I G A T I O N S I N R I C E - F I E L D S
2.1.

GENERAL REMARKS ON WATER USE IN RICE-FIELDS

The net water use in rice fields consists of evapotranspiration - transpiration of water
by the plants plus direct evaporation from the immediate environment - and possibly
percolation of water to the subsoil.
The net water use can be determined from a water balance. For such an investigation
it is necessary to select a field which can be hydrologically isolated from the surrounding
area in such a way that it remains representative of the whole. The water supplied to
the area by rainfall (R)and irrigation (I) as well as the surface run-off (S) must be
measured. The net water use (CU) can then be determined from the formula:
CU= R

+I-

S

Evapotranspiration (ET) in rice fields can be determined in lysimeters placed in the
rice field proper. The lysimeter consists of a tank with bottom, dug into the rice field
and filled with soil to normal ground level. The tank is planted with padí in exactly
the same way as the surrounding fie1d;and is filled with water to approximately the
normal water level io the field.
The presence of the water layer on the soil in the lysimeter and in the field prevents the
occurrence of temperature differences,and the evapotranspiration taking place in the
lysimeter will be truly representative for evapotranspiration in the rice fields.
The possible percolation (P) of water to the subsoil may be found from the formula:
P=CU-ET

2.2.

AREAS INVESTIGATED

The following areas were selected for investigation (see figure 1):
1. Bumbong Lima Padi Experiment Station, Province Wellesley
2. Kubang Pasu ‘Evapotranspiration Plot’, near Jitra, Kedah
3. Muda Irrigation Scheme, Province Wellesley
4. Pasir Mas Irrigation Scheme, Kelantan
5. Salor Irrigation Scheme, Kelantan

The areas 1 and 2 were selected because of their small size, the possibility to measure
irrigation supply and surface run-off in a relatively simple way, and their general
suitability for an accurate water balance computation as indicated in paragraph 2.1.
The areas 3,4 and 5 are irrigation schemes with a pumped water supply where doublecropping with rice had already been introduced. Although the run-off from these
schemes could not be measured and no water balance computation made, they were
selected to get information on the use of irrigation water under practical conditions
in Malaya.
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Bumbong Lima Padi Experiment Station, Province Wellesley (Penang)
Kubang Pasu 'Evapotranspiration Plot' near Jitra, Kedah
Muda Irrigation Scheme, Province Wellesley (Penang)
Pasir Mas Irrigation Scheme, Kelantan
Salor Irrigation Scheme, Kelantsn
Tanjong Karang Research Station, Selangor

2.3.

INVESTIGATIONS

2.3.1. Bumbong Lima Padi Experiment Station, Province Wellesley
A plan of this station is shown in figure 2. It is situated in the Muda Irrigation Scheme,
Prov. Wellesley, along the head of the main canal about 0.3 mile from the pumping
station.
10

The soil profile consists of 4 ft of heavy, well-consolidated clay overlying a bed of
coarse sand mixed with some clay. The tilled top-layer of about 8 inches deep is greybrown in colour, but the clay below is grey with strong orange mottling down to
about 4 ft. Below 4 ft the mottling disappears, and the soil becomes uniformly grey
in colour.
The total irrigated rice area in the station is 10.42 acres gross (field bunds and small
supply and drainage channels included). The station is bounded on the west by the
main-canal bund, on the north by the bund of distributary canal A, and on the south
by the Sungei Tembus bund’). On the west the station is separated from the adjoining
farmers’ fields by a field bund. This bund was low and weak in places, but has been
improved with red earth brought in from.outside, so as to prevent any water from
entering or leaving the station unmeasured. The station had three 1 ft diameter offtake
pipes through which irrigation water could be taken. The two offtakes on canal A
(nr. 1 and 2 in figure 2) were closed off, and the offtake pipe on the main canal (nr. 3)
was fitted with an adjustable gate on the upstream side and a measuring arrangement
I)

Sungei

= Sg. =

River.

t

O

Fig. 2. Bumbong Lima Padi Experiment Station, Prov. Wellsley

T
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Rr Rainfall m d e r
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on the downstream side (see figure 3). The measuring arrangement consists of a
masonry box 6 ft x 10 ft, with a baffle wall to reduce the velocity of the water as it
leaves the offtake pipe. The water enters the box from the pipe on one short side,
flows through the baffle wall and leaves the box over a measuring weir on the other
short side. A water-level recorder mounted on a stilling well on one long side of the
box, registered the head of water over the weir. In order to get accurate registration,
the recorder was converted so that the float was directly connected to the pen by means
of a special type of cord. Any change in water level resulted in an equal displacement
of the pen and was thus registered without any reduction factor. As the recordercharts were only 10 inches high, this was the maximum head over the weir that could
be used. In addition to the recorded, there is a point-gauge, on which readings of the
head over the weir were taken when recorder-charts were changed.

Fig. 3. Installation for measuring irrigation water supply to Bumbong Lima Padi Experiment Station.
The rectangular weir has been replaced by a V-notch weir after one season's operation

A rectangular weir of 1 ft crestlength was used during the 1962 off-season, but was replaced before the start of the main season by a 90" V-notch after experience with the
rectangular weir during the off season had shown that the capacity of a 10" V-notch
(1.5 cusec) was adequate. The V-notch had the advantage of measuring the low flows
more accurately, this being especially important as the gate could not be dosed
completely causing continuous leakage.
The station had only one outlet pipe through which the excess water drained to tho
Sg. Tembus. This pipe was lowered and fitted with a measuring arrangement on the
12

upstream side. The weir used here was a 74’’V-notch set in the crest of a 3 ft rectangular weir (see figure 4). A recorder with a reduction of 2.9: 1 (2.42 ft water-level range
registered on a 10 inch chart) was used, as it was expected that the maximum flow
could give a head of more than 10 inches over the weir. Before the start of the mainseason, a second recorder with a direct float-to-pen-cord (range 10 inches) was
installed, in order to measure the low flows more accurately.
The three water-level recorders had weekly clocks, and charts were changed every

Fig. I . Outlet weir for measuring run-off from Bumbong Lima Padi Experiment Station. A second
recorder was installed after one season to register the low flows more accurately

Saturday. The water levels were measured with point-gauges when charts were
changed.
The in- and outlet weirs were set to such a level that free overfall of the water was
secured and reverse flow could not take place.
A standard 8-inch rain-gauge and a rainfall recorder, both with windshields, were
installed in the station to measure rainfall.
Two square tanks with bottom, 3 x 3 x 3 ft ‘Colorado sunken pans’, were placed in
the rice-fields to measure evapotranspiration. These tanks were placed 16 ft from the
nearest field bund, so that they were surrounded by padi on all sides. They were placed
with the rim approximately 3 inches above normal water level in the flooded field and
backfilled with soil to normal soil level, care being taken to keep the topsoil apart and
place it back on top. The tanks were painted with black bitumen paint and had a
fixed hookgauge in a small stilling well. Every morning the water level was adjusted
13

to the point of the hookgauge, and the water which was added or removed, was
measured with a graduated can directly in 0.01 inches over the area of the tank.
In the tanks nine hills of padi were planted; the variety and planting-time being the
same as in the surrounding field. The padi growth in the tanks was normal.
Pipes were installed to various depths to check on the presence and movement of a
groundwater table.
Stickgauges, graduated in tenths of inches, were placed in each of the 36 fields on the
station at the beginnïng of the main-season to measure changes in water storage on the
fields.
The tanks for evapotranspiration measurements were installed before the fields were
flooded for the off-season crop. Measurement started on 1st March, 1962. The
observations in both tanks were generally in good agreement, the values varying
except some times on rainy days. On some rainy
around 0.2 inch per day (5 "/day)
days doubtful values were obtained, either very low or very high. Sometimes even
more water had to be removed from the tank than had been collected through rainfall
in the rain-gauges. It is supposed that splashing of water in or out of the tanks took
place on those days; resulting unreliable values have not been included in the calculation of the average monthly evapotranspiration. The average monthly evapotranspiration has been calculated from the acceptable daily figures only; the result will probably be slightly overestimated as evapotranspiration on a rainy day can be expected to
be lower than average due to cloudiness and high humidity. The average monthly
figures are compiled in table 1.
TABLE
1
Average monthty evapotranspiration in the rice-field at Bumbong Lima Padi Experiment Station

1962

Month

inchlmonth

Evapotranspiration
inchlday

March
April
May
June

6.75
6.50
7.21
6.81

.22
.22

September
October
November
December

5.66
5.95
5.93
6.25

.I9

.23
.23
.19
.u)
.20

"/day
5.6
5.6
5.8
5.8
4.8
4.8
5.1

i

OR-season

Main-season

5.1

For the water-balance computation, it is necessary to express all water-quantities in
a common unit. It is most convenient to use the cusechr as the unit of water quantity
in this calculation'). The rainfall was measured in 0.01 inches and in multiplying by
10.50, was converted to cusechrs for the whole station. The quantity of irrigation water
supplied and that of the run-off were derived from the recorder-charts of inlet and
outlet. The recorder registers the head over the weir. With values taken from the
head-discharge curve or table, the corresponding discharge graph was plotted on the
recorder-charts, and the area under this curve was planimetered, giving the total
quantity of irrigation or run-off in cusechrs.
l) One cusechr is the quantity of water delivered by a stream of 1 cusec flowing for 1 hour, or a stream
of % cusec flowing for 2 hours, or a stream of 2 cusec flowing for 5 hour, etc. One cuSechr very
nearly equals 1 acre-inch: i cusechr = 0.9917 acre-inch; 1 acre-inch = 1 .ooS cusechr.
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The waterbalance for the off-season 1962 is given in table 2 and for the main-season
1962 in table 3.
TABLE
2
Bumbong Lima Padi Test Station - Water balance off-season 1962

I

Period 1962

1,

Number

Rainfall

i

daus(d)
or
weeks(w)

Irrigation

Irrigation
+rainfall

Run-off

NSeC-

hrs

cusechrs

cusechrs

cusechrs

25.6
43.6
2.2
17.4
10.9
18.6
24.3

2.44l)
4.15
0.21
1.65
1.o4
1.77p)
2.31

21.1

2.04

163.7

15.61"

____

_____..

inch

cusechrs

1/7 Apr.
8/14 Apr.
15/21 Apr.
22/28 Apr.
29Apr./5 May1
6/12 May
13/19 May
I

(7d)
(7d)
(7d)
(7d)
(7d)
(7d)
(7d)

.31
3.77
.61
.97
1,63
2.23
3.33

3.3
39.6
6.4
10.2
17.1
23.4
35.0

25.9
18.8
5.7
23.5
17.3
14.2
Nil

29.2
58.4
12.1
33.7
34.4
37.6
35.0

3.6
14.8
9.9
16.3
23.5
19.0
10.7

j

(7d)

1.22

12.8

12.43)

25.2

4.1

1Apr./26 May]

(8w)

114.07

147.8

265.6

101.9

1
~

1

i

20/26 May

Evapotranspiration 1/30 Apr. (3Od)
1/26 May (26d)

1
I

27May/2June
319 June
10/16June

(7d)
(74
(7d)

I

1

Water use:
Irrigation
Rainfall
- Run-off

.22

117.8
6.50"
6.05"

2.3
11.8
3.4

1 1
1.9
Nil
17.5

4.2
11.8
20.9

11

8.8
1.2
5.2

inchon

10.42 ac.

_______

1

12.55"
-4.6
10.6
15.7

-0.43
1.o1
1.50')

I) '
I
ransplanting completed end of March All fields Roodcd when measurements started on 1 april.
9) Irrigation pumps Muda Scheme stopped on 9 May to allow construction work in main canal. Padi Test Station could only
draw water on special arrangement.
') Ertimatcd value. Recorder out of order.
') No irrigation after 15 June. Crop in ripening stage.

The installation of the measuring weirs was completed in March 1962,and satisfactory
operation started on 1 April 1962, when transplanting of the off-season crop had been
completed and all padi fields flooded. Irrigation after 9th May was rather irregular,
due to the fact that the supply to the scheme was discontinued to allow for construction
work in the main canal. As a result of this, there was considerable variation of the
water stored in the fields. For this reason, no water-balance computation was attempted
for the period 27th May/l6th June. From inspection, it appeared that the water levels
in the fields after the irrigation on 26th May, were about the same as on 1st April.
However, this has not been measured. To obviate this difficulty, stickgauges were
placed in the fields and readings taken weekly.
During the off-season blocks 2, 3, 4 and 6 (total 0.83 acre) were not under padi
(block 2: 0.23 acre green manure, block 3: 0.22 acre vegetables, block 4: 0.10 acre
and block 6: 0.28 acre fallow-weeds). However, it is unlikely that evapotranspiration
in these plots could have been resticted by lack of soil moisture, as the soil was
continuously wet from rain and irrigation.
During the main-season the whole station was under padi. No waterbalance computation was possible for the week 20127 October, as no measurement of the run-off could
be obtained due to drowning of the weir caused by an exceptionally high water level
in the Sg. Tembus. Rainfall at the station during this one week was 10.68 inches.
The results are summarized in table 4.
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TABLE
3
Bumbong Lima Padi Test Station - Water balance main-szason 1962
Period 1962

'

Number
of

1

daysfd)
or

1 weeks (\c)

1

25/28 Jul.
28 Ju1/4 Aug.

!

25 Jul/4Aug.

(7d)
(7d)
(7d)
(7d)
(7d)

4/11 Aug.
I l i l 8 Aug.
18/25 Aug.
25Aug.11Sep.
118 Sep.
4Aug/SSep. !

(35d)

8/15 Sep.
15/22 Sep.
22/29 Sep.
29 Sep./6 Oct
6/13 Oct.
13/20 Oct .

I

cusechrs

I

,

1

cusechrs

1

Irrigation Run-off
- rainfall I
I

cusechrs

I

1

2.9
24.6

i 2.62

27.5

I

,
i

j

1
1

13.8
31.4

1

1

45.2

j

10.9
6.8
17.7

~

(7d)

27Oct./3Nov.
3/10Nov.. ,
10/17 Nov.
17/24 Nov.
24Nov./lDec.l

(7d)
(7d)
(7d)
(74
(7d)

1
I

7.1
21.8
28.9

1

1
1

101.1

247.4

131.8

Nil
12.6
26.2
7.9
4.7
9.7

21.7
19.2
32.9
29.5
30.9
64.8

18.6
9.8
12.7
18.1
11.0
49.7

i1

61.2 ' 198.9
119.9
i13.13 137.7 '
Plus decrease in uater storage on fields

i

41.6
14.5
75.8

i13.93

146.3

2.07
.62
.63
2.06
2.50
5.25

21.7
6.5
6.6
21.6
26.2
55.1

I

10.68

'

2.9
11.5

i

112.2

10.9

.O4
07
:17

1.9 '
36.0 '
0.4
0.7 '
1.8

1 3.89

40.8 1

.I8

I 3.43

1

I

cusechrs

I

28.6
36.7
83.5
14.5
84.0

,

Water use:
+

25.7
25.2
41.9
Nil
8.2

.28
1.09
3.96
1.38
7.22

11.3
5.9
22.5
33.0
59.0

_____

Evapotranspiration (tanks) 8/30 Sep. (23d)
1/20 Oct. (19d)
20127 Oct .

cusechrs

1

l Irrigation
- Run-offRainfall

(5w)

10.42ac.

1

14.9
12.2

I7*O
18.2
30.2

I

I

'

11
1

16.8
48.2
17.4
18.9
32.0

--

1
,
~

1

9.0
24.5
5.7
4.3
9.4

16.3

1.55')

.64

1.65
2.93
5.81

I

I

115.6

11.01*)

3.1
9.4
20.2
11.4
19.9
15.1

.29
.89
1.923)

1

a

I

~

I
,

i

1

-1.76

2.38

1.09

I .90
I .43

79.0
7.52
2.4 -~
81.4
7.75"
-

-

,

.91

17.3
30.8
61.0
-18.5
25.0

i

4.34"
3.65"

123.1

6.7
9.6

7,99"
- __ - ___
'(weir drowned)'
.

7.8
23.7
11.7
14.6
22.6

92.5
133.3
52.9
80.4
Less increase in water storage on fields 2.7
77.7
Evapotranspiration (tanks) 27/31 Oct. (5d) .96"
1 /30 Nov. (UM) 5.93"
27Oct./l Dec.1

inch on

i

.28
2.34

j

8 Sep./ZOOct.

,

lrrigstton

l

1 inch

(3d)
(7d)
(IOd)

Rainfall

1

-

I

.74
2.26
1.11

1.39
2.1S6)
7.65
7.39"
6.89"

Preparatton of nuncrm (BLocLa 13 and 17,0.55 acres).
Prcsaturation penod. Alf fields flooded on 8 September.
Tranaplanting completedon 29 Srptcmber.
') No water balance computation poaaibie.
') No further irrigation after 1 December. Crop in ripenins stage.
')
a)

s,

As is apparent from the figures for the main-season, percoiation losses are negligible.
The off-season figures would indicate a possible percolation of about 3 inches in
8 weeks;this figure, however, is unreliable as the change in water storage on the fields
had not been measured.

Fig. 5. Kubang Pasu ‘Evapotranspiration Test Plot’, near Jitra,Kedah
O RPfnhll reeorder
O Raingauge evapotranspiration tank

+
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TABLE
4
Net water use as calculated from water balance and evapotranspiration as determined in tanks in
rice-fields at Bumbong Lima Padi Experiment Station (inches on 10.42 acres)
Period

Number of
days

Net water use:
Rainfall -tIrrigation -

Run-off

Evapotranspiration
(tanks)
inch

inch
1 Apri1/26 May
25 July/4 August

56

15.61

10

1.55

12.55
-

4 Augustis September
8 !kptember/20 October
27 October/l December

35
42

111.01
7.75
7.39

7.99
6-89

35

Off-season
Preparation of nurseries
for main season 0.55
acres
Presaturation period

}

Main-season

2.3.2. Kubang P a m ‘Evapotranspiration Plot’, Jitra, Kedah
This investigation was carried out along the same lines as the Bumbong Lima investigation, described under 2.3.1. A plan of the test area is shown in figure 5.
The area is 84 acres gross; only a main-season rice crop is grown. The whole area is
planted. The area is bounded on the north by the bund of a distributary canal and the
Sg. Jitra, on the south by the Alor Changileh canal bund, and on east and west by
specially improved field bunds. The eastern boundary bund interferes with the natural
drainage of the fields to the east of the test plot, but a special outlet to the Alor
Changileh canal was provided for this area.
Six rainfall stations were established in the area in such a way that each represented
one sixth of the area according to Thiessen’s bisector method. Three stations had a
weekly rainfall recorder, and three stations a standard rain-gauge, arranged alternately.
At the stations with a standard rain-gauge, a tank for the measurement of evapotranspiration was placed. (See figure 5 ; numbers I , 3 and 5 )
The area was supplied with irrigation water from the Sg. Jitra through a 3-inch
Parshall flume (see figure 6). Most of the time, this flume worked under partly submerged conditions. Both heads HA
upstream head) aQd HB (measured just
downstream of the throat) were regis
on watedevel recorders. The recorder for
H A had a reduction factor of 0.634(pen-travel = 0.634 x float travel); the recorder
for H B had a Liei? float-pen connection. Reference readings were taken on hookgauges when recorder charts were changed and at regular times during the week.
A special outlet was provided for the test plot, consisting of a 2 ft diameter pipe through
the Alor Changileh canal bund with a measuring arrangement on the downstream end.
A 10”V-notch set in the crest of a 4 ft rectangular weir was used. Free overfall of the
water was always ensured, and the head over the weir was registered on a recorder
with a reduction-factor of 0.327. Reference readings were taken on a hook-gauge.
These measuring arrangements have worked quite satisfactorily. The capacity of the
outlet proved to be sufficient for the largest run-off encountere
A man was on duty every day to take the daily obser
bunds and stop lraks when necessary.
The total quantity of irrigation water supplied, was determined by taking values of
H A and H B from the recorder charts at 3-hourly intervals, calculating the percentage
of submergence and taking the discharge for HA and percentage of submergence from
18

Fig. 6. Parshall flume installation for measuring irrigation watersupply to Kubang PSU Test Plot

the calibration graph. These values were tabulated, multiplied by 3 and added to give
the total quantity of irrigation supply in cusechrs.
The total quantities of run-off and evapotranspiration were determined in the same
way as described for Bumbong Lima.
The irrigation was started and measurementsbegun on 2nd June, 1962. It mustbe pointed
out, however, that the soil was already saturated and some fields even had water on
the surface from previous rainfall. Padi growth in one tank was poor. After 1st
October, this resulted in consistently lower measurements of evapotranspiration in
an in the two other tanks. The observations after 1st October in tank 5 has
therefore been omitted from the calculation of average monthly evapotranspiration.
The average monthly figures of evapotranspiration are compiled in table 5.
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TABLE
5
Month (1962)

June
Juty
August

September

October
November

-- .-

6.19
6.04
6.23
5.41

Evapotranspiration
_
_
_
I
_
_
_

.2 I
.19

.a

.18

6.41

.2I

6.3 I

.21

5.1
4.6

The computation of the water balance of the test plot is given in table 6. No water
balance calculation was possible for the period 24/28 August, 1962. The eastern
boundary bund breached during the night 24/25 August and an unmeasu
tity
of water entered the area. The bund was repaired on 25th August and
um
conditions restored on 28th August.
b
Due to the good agreement between net water use and evapotranspiration during t
growing period after
negligible. Towards th
the water balance is even
This is due to the gradual lo
ration period the net wate
was used in establishing the water-layer on the fields.
2.3.3. Í U h Irrigation S c h
was completd in 1959.
A key plan of this sch
the scheme. The * *
There are 16,110
tim water is
tricaUy driven pumps
intake to the pumphouse. Excess water is drained off on the low tide through 14 tidal
control gates. It wasnot possible to masure the run-off in a simple way, but it is
presumed that the discharge during periods of low rainfall is relatively low. Distribution of water in this scheme was difficult initially, but has improved considerably
through the construction of a number of field channels.
Rainfall was measured at 7 stations in the area. From these stations, the daily average
rainfall has been computed according to " e n ' s
bisector method. Records were
kept of the working hours of each pump and of the water levels at 2-hourly intervals
in the main canal and the intake channel near the pumphouse. These records were
translated into cusechrs. Pump discharges for various static heads had previousiy been
determined by the aalt dilution method.
A survey, carried out by the irrigation staff towards the end of the presatwation
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Fig. 7. Mud* Irrigation Schema, Prov. Welksley

- Malaya
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TABLE
6
Kubang Pasu Evapotranspiration Plot - Water balance main-Season 1962
Period 1962

riumher
of
days(d)
or
reeks(w

Rainfall

219 June
9/17 June
17/23 June
23/30 June
30 June/7 July
7/14 July
14/21 July
21/28 July
28 Julyi4 Aug.
4/11 August
11/18 August
18/24 August
2 June124Aug.
24/28 August
28Aug./2Sep.
219 Sep.
9/16 Sep.
16/23 Sep.
23/30 Sep.
30 Sep./7 Oct.
7/14 Oct.
14/21 Oct.
21/28 Oct.
(7d)
28Aug./28Oct./ (61d)

i

Irrigation

Irrigetion
Rainfall
cusechrs

cusechrs

302
145
170
490
479
317
290
225
370
302
337
497
3924

113
73
2
349
295
376
172
83
213
125
218
315
2334

inch

cusechn

cusechn

1.16
.67
.62
3.82
4.06
2.85
1.85
.I7
2.17
1.00
1.29
3.44
23.10

98
57

204
88
I18
167
135
76

52
323
344
241
156
14
184
85
109
291
1954

134

21 1
186
217
228
206
1970

: No water balance calculal
1.08
92
139
5.64
477 i
182
2.70
229 1
157
.I5
189
224
1.16
1.46
124
224
4.18
354
217
2.42
205
125
4.54
200
384
23.33
1975 1 1657

1

.85
.70
3.47
1.41
.24

219 Dec.
9/16 Dec.
2/16 Dec.

.27
Nil
.27

196
198
188
161
194

72
59
294
119
20

23
Nil
23

I1

180
110
290

87
637
179
179
159
225
408

268
257
482
280
214
1501

177
171

1

~

28Oct./4 Nov.
4/11 Nov.
11/18 Nov.
18/25 Nov.
25Nov./2Dec.
28 Oct./2 Dec.

231
659
386
201
322 /
348
571
330
584
3632

j

~

1

1
1

189
72
168
141
184
-59
118

142
157
177
119
182
1590

2.23
.75
1.98
1.66
2.17
-.70
1.40
1.68

1.85
2.09
1.41
2.15
18.77

1.40')
1.81

1.24
1.31
I .49
1.36
1.37
1.41
1.11

1.17
I .56
1.49
16.72')

I possible

1

i:

EvapoWater use:
transpiIrrigation
ration
+ Rainfall
- Runsff
___
cusec- inchon (tanks)
inch
hrs 84acres

Run-off

+

11

203
110

313

144
22
207

22
163
123
163

1.70

1 .o9

.26
2.44

1.21
1.10
1.42
1.34
1.42
1.47

.26
1.92
1.45
1.92

1.50

1.52
12.07

2

114
993

1

1
1

91
86
180

51
100
508

1.08

1.02
2.12
.60
1.19
6.01

_
_
_
_
_
I
_
_
_

11

145
22
167

11

58

88
146

.69
1.04
1.73

1.40
1.35
1.60
1.69
--1.21
7.25

1.23*)
1.68
-2.91

') Irrigation startcd 2 June.
*)

Presatwation

+ Transplanting period.

') Irrigation supply stopped 16 Dec. Fields drained our.

Table 7 gives the net water use, calculated from the water balance, and the tvapotranspiration measured in the tanks.
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TABLE
7
Net water use as calculated from water balance and evapotranspiration as determined in tanks in
rice-fields at Kubang Pasu ‘Evapotranspiration Plot’ (inch on 84 acres)
Period

2 June/24 August
28 August13
28 August12
28 Octobcr/2 December
2/15 DeDembcr

Number of
days

Net water use:
Rainfall
Irrigation
- Run-off/inch

Evapotranspiration
(tanks)
inch

83

18.77

16.72

33
61
35
14

6.58
11.43
6.01
1.73

6.16
12.07
7.25

+

Presaturation and
transplanting period

2.91

TABLE
8
Rainfall and Irrigation supply in the Muda Irrigation Scheme during the offareason 1962
period

1962

27/31 January
1/28 February
1/15 March

27 January/I5 March
16/31 March
1/30 April
1/7 May
8/31 May
1/30 June
I /31 July

Number of days Rainfall inches
average for

Irrigation inch

on 14,720

area

aam

5

0.03

1.6

28
15
48
16
30
7

0.40
1.32
1.75
1.39
5.62
0.69
6.30
8.71
9.43

10.8
5.9
18.3
4.9
7.O
1.4

24
30
31

Nil
Nil
Nil

Irrigation started
27 January
Presaturation period

Pumps stopped for
construction work
in main canal.
Crop rain-dependent.

TABLE
9
Rainfall and Irrigation supply in the Muda Imgation Scheme during the main-season 1962
Period 1962

25/31 Ju&

1/24 August

Number of days Rainfall inches
average for

Irrigation inch
on 14,720

area

aam

7

3.35

2.1

24

6.91

7.2

3

Irrigationstarted
25 July

Fig. 8. Pumphouse Muda Irrigation Scheme, Prov. Wellesley, Malaya. Three electricaity driven pumps
of 100 cusecs nominal capacity each

period for the off-season 1962, showed that on 15th March 1,390 acres of the total of
16,110 acres rice-land in the scheme had not been supplied. It follows that 14,720
acres were being effectively irrigated by the scheme. Table 8 gives the rainfall and
irrigation supply for the off-season 1962. The pumps were stopped on 8 May to allow
for construction work in the main-canal, long before the crop reached the ripening
stage. Nevertheles a normal crop was obtained (Average yield 484.5 gantang/acre)').
During the presaturation period, which lasted 48 days (27 January-I5 March), a total
of 20.05 inch of water was used (1.75" supplied by rainfall, 18.3" by irrigation).
Table 9 gives the rainfall and irrigation supply for the main-season 1962. The imgation
could be interrupted for long periods because of ample rainfall. During the presaturation period from 25 July-24 August a total of 19.6 inch of water was used (10.3"
from rainfall and 9.3" by irrigation). To supplement rainfall, pumping after the
presaturation period was only needed on two occasions over periodsof about 10days
(see Table 9, September 10-29 and november 22-30). The average yield for the mainseason was 496.3 gantang/acre.
2.3.4. Pasir Mas Irrigation Scheme, Kelantan
This scheme was completed in 1958, a key plan is shown in figure 9. It saves the area
between the Kelantan River and the railway line from Pasir Mas to Palekbang, which
has approximately 4,5110 acres of rice land. A small area in the adjoining Sg. Lemal
1)

1 gantang = 1 Imp. gallon = 5.6 Ibs padi gmtanglacre x 6.3 = icg/ha.

24

Scheme also receives water from the Pasir Mas Scheme.The irrigation water is pumped
from the Kelantan River by means of 3 electrically driven pumps of 50 cusecs nominal

-

fig. 9. b i t Mas Irrigation Scheme, Kctantan Malaya

I

25

Fig. 10. Pumphouse Pasir Mas Irrigation Scheme, Kctantan, Malaya. Three electrically driven pumps of
50 cusecs nominal capacity each

river-beds (‘alors’), most of which are planted with padi and could not be measured
in a simple way.
Records were kept of the working hours of each pump, of the water levels in the river,
in the stilling basin above the weir in which the pumps discharge, and in the main
canal near the pumphouse. The pwmp-discharge was measured using the weir on the
stilling basin after a continuous free flow had been ascertained from the records.
The average discharge per pump appeared to be 50 cusec; very little variation was
found over the irrigation season.
Table 10 gives the rainfall at Pasir Mas Pumphoub and the irrigation supply for the
3,012 acres planted in the
April-28th May (52 days)
rainfall at the pump-hou
supply used over short periods wa
However, it must be pointed out
given by the pumps, sin
in-charge. Although no run-off has
was more than sufficient, as some r
When the larger capaci
than actually needed.

TABLE
10
Rainfall and Irrigation supply in the Pasir Mas Irrigation Scheme during the off-season 1962

Period 1962

Number of days

1/31 March
1/6 April
7/30 April
1/28 May
7 Apri1/28 May
29/31 May
1/30 June
1/31 July
1/19 August
19/31 August

Rainfall Pasir
Irrigation inch
Mas Pumphouse
on 3,012
inch
acres

31
6
24

7.25
Nil
0.59

Nil
Nil
11.1

28
52
3

5.02
5.61
0.05
5.51
9.06
8.34
15.41

14.8
25.9
1.4
15.9
14.5
6.7
Nil

30
31

19
13

Irrigation started
7 April
Presaturation period

Crop ripening

Table 11 gives the rainfall at Pasir Mas pumphouse and the irrigation supply for the
Pasir Mas Scheme in the main-season 1962163. A total of 4.924 acres (4,153 acres in
Pasir Mas Scheme plus 771 acres in the adjoining Sg. Lemal Irrigation Scheme) were
irrigated from the Pasir Mas pumphouse. Irrigation was started on 29th September
and when presaturation was completed on 22nd October only 4.8 inch had been given,
but rainfall during August and September was high (23.7 and 16.0 inches respectively).
Irrigation was interrupted for several periods because of ample rainfall.
TABLE
11
Rainfall and Irrigation supply in the Pasir Mas Scheme during the main-season 1962/63
Period 1962

Number of days

1/28 September

29 September/22 October
23 Octoberl2 November
3/6November
7/11 November
12/24 November
25 November/l4 December
15/17 December
18/28December
29 I)ecember/l January
2/13 January

Rainfall Pasir
Irrigation inch
Mas Pumphouse
on 4,924
inch
acres

28

12.31

Nil

24
11
4
5
13

3.73
5.34
4.45
2.50
1.93
21.50
4.72
2.81

4.8
Nil

u)

3
11
4

12

i .ai

8.19

Irrigation started
29 September
Presaturation period

1.1

Ni I
4.0
Nil
0.6
Nil
I .6
Nil

2.3.5. Salor Irrigation Scheme, Kelantun
This scheme has been in operation since 1950. The key plan is shown in figure 11. It
serves the area in the loop of the Kelantan River opposite the town of Pasir Mas. The
total padi area in the scheme is 4,100 acres. The canal-system has been designed for
rotation between distributaries. The water is pumped from the Kelantan River by
two electrically driven pumps (figure 12). The pump-discharges have been determined
using the weirs in the two western flumes of the bifurcation. Pumps 1 and 2 were Found
to deliver 33 and 37 cusecs respectively. There appeared to be very little variation
through the season.
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.

...16aLlull

J u p p ~ yivr cnrs

scneme during the off-season

-_-of approximately 2,500 acres was scheduled for double
cropping and in effect 2,590 acres have initially been irrigated for presaturation. Only
~

1,3x) acres have uitimatelv been a1antt.A
r.------ with off-season padi. The planted area was
mostly near the distributaries, but there wel,re ‘+rids' of planted fields surrounded by
unplanted fields over which the water had to t!e passed. This situation, of course,
decreased the ecunomical use of the water. z.aJali
a=:..< has been measured at 4 stations,
1put4according to Thiessen’s bisector method.
and the average daily rainfall was corn---*-r.

__

r----

.
I

- --

I

i

-

Fig. 11. %lor Irrigation Scheme, Kelancln Malaya

During the presaturation period 9 April-20 May (42 days) 3.4” rain was received and
14.8” supplied through irrigation. This favourable value is, no doubt, a result of the
rotational system of irrigation and the suitable topography of the area.
TABLE
12
Rainfall and Irrigation supply in the %lor lmgation Scheme during the off-season1962

Period 1962

118 April
9/30April

1/20 May
9 Aprilllo May
21/31 May
1/30 June
1/31 July
1/18 August
19/31 August

Number
ofdays

Rainfall
avemge
for area
inch

Irrigation
inchon
inchon
1,350

acres

2,590

acres

Niì

8
22

Nil
1.02

8.1

20

2.36

5.7

42
11
30
31
18
13

3.38
5.38
5.86
8.92
4.68
14.49

2.9

14.8

Irrigationstprted
9 April
€“saturation period

12.7
8.4
5.1

28

Nil

crop ripening

Table 13 gives the rainfall and irrigation supply for the main-seaso
Acres are under irrigation in the main-season. During the presafuration period fram
26 September-21 October only 4.9 inches were supplied by irrigation, but rainfall
during Augwt and September was high (19.2 and 10.0 inches respectively). During
the growing period of nearly 3 months duration only 7.3 inches of irrigation water
were supplied after presaturatim, as the rainfall, amounting to 56 inches for this
period, was abundant.
TAnu 13
Rainfall and Irrigation supply in the Salor Irrigation Scheme during the main-season 1%2/63

Period 1962/63

1/25 September
26 Septarnber/21 October

22 October/S November
3/7Novembcr
8/11 November
12/27 November

28 November/l2 December
13/17 Deoember
18/26 December
27 E)ecember/l January
2/11 January

Number
of days

Rainfall average
for area
inch

Irrigation inch
on 4,100
acres

25

9.73

Wil

26
12

4.65
6.01
4.95

4.9

5
4
16
15
5
Y
6
10

1.30
8.33
17.46
4.60

2.79
2.26
8.91

Irrigation started
26 September
Presatwation period

0.3
1.3
Nil
3.5
o. 1
1.1
o. 1
0.9
0.0

Evapotranspiration has been measured in a tank, installed at Dewan. The average
monthly evapotranspiration is given in table 14.
TABLE
14
Awmge m o w evapot"pkati0n in the rice %Id at Dewan, salor higation schnne
Month

Evapotranspiration
inchlday

April

6.57

.22

&Y

5.M
5.102

.19
.19
.23

J W

7.04
6-09

S.38
5.20
5.39

.a0
.19
.17
.18

4.25
4.84

29

5.6
4.8
4.8
5.8
5.1
4.8
4.3
4.6
3.6

Main-n

30

I

3. T H E R A I N F A L L I N M A L A Y A A N D T H E N E C E S S I T Y F O R
IRRIGATION

Monthly rainfall figures, as well as the maxima for 24, 48 and 72 hours for a large
number of stations, are given in the publication :Hydrological Data, Rainfall records
1879-1958, Drainage and Irrigation Department, Federation of Malaya (5). A general description of the rainfall in Malaya is given by D A L E ( ~ , ~ )reader
. T ~ ~is referred
to these publications for the details. Only the main points of the rainfall characteristics
from the irrigation point of view are summarized here.
The average annual rainfall in the coastal rice growing areas varies from 70 inches in
Selangor to 130 inches in Kelantan. The rainfall, however, is not evenly spread
throughout the year.
In north-west Malaya (Province Wellesley, Kedah and Perlis) the average monthly
rainfail shows two maxima: a high maximum in October, when it reaches about 12
inches and a lower maximum in April-May, when the average monthly rainfall
reaches about 8 inches. Usually, January and February are dry months with an
average monthly rainfall of less than 3 inches. June-July are also relatively dry months
with an average monthly rainfall of about 6 inches.
In north-east Malaya (Kelantan), November and December are very wet months,
with an average monthly rainfall of over 20 inches. For the rest of the year rainfall is
much lower, with an average monthly rainfall of about 6 inches from February till
July.
In central-west Malaya, rainfall is more evenly spread over the year, with a drop in the
average monthly rainfall in June-July to about 4 inches.
From the irrigation viewpoint however, the deviations from the average are more
important. The coëfficient of variability (the deviation expressed as a percentage of the
average) for the annual rainfall is no more than 23 % for any area in Malaya. For most
places in Malaya the coëficient of variability for the monthly rainfall is greatest (in
some places over 100%) for the month with the lowest average monthly rainfall and
least for the month with the highest average monthly rainfall. Hence, rainfall is very
unreliable during the drier months of the year and more reliable in the wetter mor&.
In north-west Malaya the coifficient of variability at Kangar (Perlis) is 110% in
January, the month with the lowest average rainfall of 1.74 inches, and 89% in
February. At Alor Star (Kedah) the coiifficient of variability is 89 % in February with
an average rainfall of 2.05 inches, the lowest for the year in that place, and 29% in
October, the month with the highest average monthly rainfall.
A further characteristic of the rainfall in Malaya is, that it comes in short heavy
showers rather than long spells of cootinuous rain. The average intensity per rain-day
is usually highest for the months with high rainfall and lowest, although still high, for
the months with tow rainfall. See table 15.
Periodical dry spells of variable lengths do occur throughout Malaya. The length of
the dry spells varies for the time of the year and for the various regions of the country.
They are longest and most frequent in the north of Malaya, where there al e the largest
rice areas and the biggest irrigation development is envisaged. A long dry spell
occurred at Alor Star during January and February 1940, when no rain fel1 for 49
Iess periods of 21 d
relatively frequent a t Alor Star - 16 occurrences
in 23 years, and dry spells of
are very frequent - 46 occurrences in 23 years.
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TABLEIS
Avwage intensity of rainfall, inches per rain-day (according to DALE. 1W)

Station

September
September
December
December

Alor Star
penang

Kuala Selangor
Kota Flaru

Month with lowest
amage rainfall

Month with hi-t
average rainfall

January 0.32
February 0.38
March 0.43
July
0.40

0.64
0.85
0.62
1.18

The maximum intensities for periods up to 48 hours are very high, especially on the
East Coast. See table 16.
TABLE
16
Maximum rainfall intensities (taken from rainfall-intensity-duration graphs in D.I.D. publication:
Hydrological Data, Rainfall records 1879-1958)
Station

Maximum rainfall intensity, inch per
12hours
24hours
48hciurs

1 hour

Alor Star,Kedah
h a n g , Prov. WelleSEey
Port Swetttnham, Setangor
Kota Bam, Kelantan

3.4
3.4
3.3
4.8

6.4
8.4
5.6
15.0

7.4
10.5

5.7
18.0

8.4
13.4
6.2
22.5

In north-west Malaya, the months of December, January and February are particularly liable to dry periods. In northeast Malaya the months with the longest and most
frequent dry spells are February, March and April. At Kota Baru the longest spell
without any rain lasted 45 days (in 22 years). DALE(1960) gives tables of the frequency
of dry spells lasting longer than 7 days
in the limits of each month. These fro
quencies ref= to periods with less than
inch rain per day for a number of consecutive days. The frequency af periods with only slight rainfall, which are classed as
dry from a cropcultivationpoint of view, is of m m , much higher.
Great d~~
in rainfstll do occuf for stations only a few miles apart, not only h
the daily raiafall but also for &e monthly rainfall.

facter.
tion, Scheme)and table 12 (Wor Inietion
have to be designed to meet the full water r
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such design may not be required during the whole of the growing period of the crop.
See table 9, p. 26 (Muda Irrigation Scheme) and table 1 1 , p. 29 (Pasir Mas Irrigation
Scheme).
Every irrigation scheme should have provision for drainage, but drainage requirements are not determined by the excess irrigation water or by the water to be drained
of€towards the end of the growing period, but by the run-off that may result from
heavy rainfall. To avoid complete flooding of the crop (i.e. total submergence of the
plants) for more than a few days, drainage must be undertaken in such a way as to
obtain quicker removal of excess water.
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4. F A C T O R S D E T E R M I N I N G T H E

W A T E R REQUIREMENTS

I N RICE-FIELDS

Lowland rice in Malaya is grown in fields with water on the surface, and the land is
prepared for transplanting of the seedlings in thoroughly wet, completely saturated
conditions to obtain the muddy condition that favours good growth of the crop. The
water requirements of the rice-fields can be divided into four factors, each of which
will be discussed separately.
4.1.

WATER FOR EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

This includes water transpired by the plants plus water that evaporates directly into
the air from the immediate environment. The process is governed largely by climatic
conditions, mainly the amount of energy available for evaporation. i n flooded ricefields evapotranspiration will never be restricted by lack of soil moisture, and will
always be at the maximum possible under the climatic conditions, i.e. potential,
evapotranspiration. At the latitude of Malaya the total solar radiation at the top of
the atmosphere varies only slightly over the country and over the year (Malacca,
2" 16" ; 850 rf 5 %; Kota Baru and AIor Star, 6" 10" : 831 rf 7% cal cm-e day-l)').
Evapotranspiration in the rice-field therefore, will be fairly constant throughout the
country and throughout the year, except for minor variations due to the influence of
cloudiness, humidity and wind. Shortly after transplanting, evapotranspiration will be
mainly evaporation and only slightly transpiration, but as the crop develops, the share
of transpiration will increase and evaporation decrease, until evapotranspiration is
mostly transpiration when the crop is vegetatively fully developed. The sum of both,
however, is fairly constant throughout the growing period of the crop, and the
differentiation is irrelevant from the irrigation point of view.
Evapatranspiration was measured in tanks at Bumbong Lima (Muda Irrigation
Scheme), Province Wellesley (see table I, p. 15); Jitra, Medah (table 5, p. 21); and
Dewan (Salor Irrigation Scheme), Keiantan (table 14, p. 33). From the measurements
the following figures appear to be safc design values for evapotranspiration during the
irrigation period :
Off-season: 6.5 inchlmonth, 5.5 "/day
Main-season: 6.0 inch/month, 5 "]day
These values are in good agreement with the values found in other tropical countries.
4.2. WATER

FOR PERCOLATION

As free water is kept on the rice fields for the greater part of the growing period of the
crop, water loss might occur by percolation of water to the subsoil and through the
subsoil to a natural or artificial drainage way. The magnitude of this percolation loss
naturally depends on the permeability of the soil layers (an impermeable layer in the
Calculated from table 132, Smithsonian Mworological T a m , 6th cd. 1951,

profile could reduce percolation completely), the relative water levels in the field and
in the drain, and the distance to the drain,
In the investigations at Bumbong Lima and the Kubang Pasu 'Evapotranspiration
Plot' during the main-season 1962, percolation was found to be negligible for the part
of the irrigation period after transplanting. Measurements on small experimental
plots at the Tanjong Karang Research Station, Selangor, showed, however, that
percolation could be high. To clarify this point further, an investigation of the soil
permeability and the occurrence of an impermeable layer in the profile of the rice
fields, %ascarried out jointly with DR.E. PHlLLIs(then: FAO Expert Rice Physiology).
The result of this investigation has been published by PHILLISand the reader is referred
to his article for the details( 13). The main conclusions from the investigation are as
follows.
The rice soils in Malaya can schematically be divided into two groups:
The recent marine clays, that occur on the west coast only, which are little if any
above high tide level and the alluvial clays that occur on both west and east coasts.
The marine clays are montmorillonitic in nature, characterized by a very high moisture
holding capacity and low volume-weight (dry bulk density). They shrink tremendously,
up to about 42 >o of the original volume on complete drying. When flooded for rice
cultivation, the whole profile is saturated on these soils. The other alluvial clays are
of the illite-kaolinite type (west coast) or kaolinitic (east coast) in nature. They are
well-consolidated soils (volume-weight
1.3 g/cc), and have a water saturation
capacity of 40-50'5,. These soils pack to form a very tight and hard structure. They
are characterized by a layer of 'dry' (non-saturated) soil between the saturated subsoil
and the flooded topsoil.
In both groups of soils a practically impermeable layer develops just below the mudlayer at the soil surface. This impermeable layer is very well developed in the alluvial
soils, but in the marine clays is generally thin, sometimes hardly noticeable. In the
marine clays the thin impermeable layer is presumably not continuous, but broken in
many places. The soil below the impermeable layer appears to be very permeable in
both soil types, due to the presence of numerous old root-channels. The impermeable
layer i s formed presumably, through the repeated action of drying, cracking, shrinkage
and swelling, and the wet tillage methods: plowing, harrowing and rotavating.
It appears that in the alluvial clays the well developed impermeable layer is very
effective in reducing percolation to a negligible amount. Bumbong Lima and the
Kubang Pasu Test Plot are both situated in this soil group. The impermeable nature
of the clay layer at Bumbong Lima can also be deducted from the observation of
\kater levels in pipes at this station.The water level in a pipe reaching through the
clay into the permeable coarse-sand-mixed-with-clay layer below, responded sharply
during flooding in the Muda River, 4 mile away, but there was hardly any response in
a pipe which reached only in the clay layer.
In the marine clays there is also a tendency for the development of an impermeable
ot very well defined and not effective in reducing percolation.
the experimental plots at
ces are favourable, as was the
Research Station were tested,
le percolation losses may
irrigated by 'controlled
Is in the supply channels, on the field and in the drains
Under these circumstances, percolation is
effectively reduced to a negligible amount.
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In general, it appears that percolation losses in Malayan rice-soils at least i n the period
after transplanting. are negligible.
On other rice fields elsewhere in S.E. Asia, where the situation i5 different froin the
typical lowland one, for instance rice fields terracyd against mountain slopes or land
situated in a relatively high position above the natural drainage channels, percolation
losses may be several times greater than the amount of water used for ekapotranspiration. In these areas, soils are somewhat lighter than in the lowland areas and puddling does not provide a complete reduction of the percolation, Water use investigations in such 3n area are described by V A N DE ~oo~(7).

4.3.

WATER FOR ESTABLISHING A WATER LAYER IN THE FIELD

Lowland rice is almost universally grown in flooded soils. There is, however, no conclusive evidence with regard to the optimum depth of the water layer in the field.
U)CKARD(~) in Malaya investigating the effect of water depths in tanks, found reduced
tillering with deep water, but littíe effect on yield. MATSUSHIMA( IO), experimenting with
rice grown in pots, found littit difference in yield for water depths varying between 1
and 10 inches. Although deep water r e d u d tillering and consequently decreased the
number of panicles, the panicle weight increased; the final result being that hardly
any difference in yield was observed.
NAG AI(^ 1) at Bukit Merah (Province Wellesley, Malaya) used in his experiments on
depth of water, layer frames (3 x 3 ft) placed in the field. Deep water (8 inch) slowed
down the rate of tillering and had a small effect on yield (-9%) for a short term variety.
But the interpretation of this result is uncertain, because deep water was obtained
through a diminished depth of cultivated soil.
From experiments on the &er3 of the depth of water carriedout in rice fields of other
countries (1,2,8,12,14), it is evident that on the average the best resub with regard to
establishment of plants, tillering, lodging, number of seedbearing panicles and yield
itself, are found with a moderate depth of 2 to 4 inches of water. With a depth of
water layer of more than 4 to 6 inches a distinct dactine in yield was found in some
experiments.
In experiments, whether performed in pots, tanks or small field plots, it is rekitivtly
easy to control the growth of weed plants. In normal rice fields this is different. H m
the wet conditions that favour the growth of rioe often stimulate the growth of we&
as well. Rice, however, can stand a water depth acceding 4 inches far better than most
wecds. Young developing weeds in particadar are smothered by the waterlayer. A
water layer of 4 inches or higher may therefore be applied in order to control w e d
growth.
In practice on the marine coastal clay soils, Iarge Mocks of land have - for the pwpose
bk nature of the
lowest spots get a
Deep water n-i

used more and more in the double cropping system. It is therefore considered necessary
to lay out the blocks in such a way that they can be irrigated with an average depth of
water layer of 6 inches.
On the wellconsolidated alluvial clay soils, the water depth should be kept as much as
possible within the range of 2-6 inches. But in practice it is often found necessary to
manipulate with the water on the field to facilitate tillage of the soil, either with
animal power or mechanically, and to drain off some water which must be replaced
afterwards. Therefore, it is recommended that allowance be made for the use of
6 inches of water to establish the water layer in the fields at the start of the irrigation
period.
4.4.

WATER FOR SATURATION

OF THE SOIL

It is estimated that the marine clay soils, if wel drained in the non-irrigation periods,
require an average of 10% by volume of a 4 ft profile, i.e. 4.8 inches to saturate the
soil.
On the atluvial soils the top 5 inches of soil are worked into 8 inches of mud. This is
estimated to require (8-5)
0.4 x 5 = 5 inches of water.
A water requirement of 5 inches is therefore recommended as a safe design value for
saturation of the soil.
During the presaturation period some temporary water-loss to the subsoil may take
place. An extra 1 inch should be allowed for this.

+
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5. WATER-DUTY FOR RICE J R R I G A T I O N SCHEMES
When the net water requirements of the rice-fields have to be supplied through irrigation, allowance must be made for distribution losses that are unavoidable. In an
irrigation scheme where water is supplied to the fields from the canal system through a
large number of offtakes, it is in practice not possible to supply exactly the right
quantity through each offtake in proportion to the area commanded and the net
requirements. For safety, siightfy more than net-requirements will be supplied through
each offtake. The lay-out and system of operation of the irrigation scheme, have a
great influence on these distribution losses. These aspects are discussed in chapter 6.
In view of the small size of holdings in Malaya, even with efficient lay-out and
operation of the irrigation scheme, a minimum of 50% of the net requirement should
be allowed as distribution losses during the normal irrigation period after presaturation, when soil cuitivation and transplanting have been completed, result in an
irrigation efficiency of 66%. The irrigation requirement during this period will then
be: water for evapotranspiration (6 incheslmonth main-season ; 6.5 incheslmonth
off-season), plus percolation loss (negligible during this period), plus 50 %distribution
losses:

+

6.5 0.5 x 6.5 = 9.75 incheslmonth
(73 acres/cusec, 8.3 "/day,
1 llsecfha)
Main-season: 6 + 0.5 x 6 = 9 inches/month
(79 acreslcusec, 7.6*mm/day,0.9 I/sec/ha)

Off-season:

During the presaturation period, extra water is required for saturation of the soil
(5 inch
1 inch, see 4.4) and establishment of the water layer in the fields (6 inch,
see chapter 4.3). Distribution losses during this period can be much lower, as the land
that is still to be presaturated, can be easily distinguished from that already presatuated, and the water directed accordingly. Moreover, allowance for losses during this
period have aiready been made in the estimates of the water requirements for saturation of the soil and estaMishment of the water layer. Provision must then be made to
supply, during the presaturation period, an extra 5 I 6 = 12 inches of water above
the water required to maintain the water layer in the already presaturated area.
At the start of the irrigation period, most of the water supplied will be used for
presaturating the land and only a small part of the supply will go to maintain the
water in the already presaturated area. But, as the presaturation period goes on, a
smaller part of the water supplied will go to presaturate new land and a greater part
will go to maintain the water in the already presaturated fields, until, towards the end
of the period, nearly all the water is used to maintain the water layer in the area.
Mathematically, this process is described by the following equation (see also
Appendix):

+

+ +

I A dt = M y d t

+ Sdy

in which
1 = supply required during the presatwation period, expressed as incheslday over

the total area, A, to be irrigated

A = total area to be irrigated under the scheme

t = time in days
M = supply required for maintaining the waterlayer after presaturation is completed,
inches/day
y = area presaturated at time t
S = water required for presaturation, inches
Equation ( I ) developed (see Appendix) and solved for I gives:
MT

1 = Me

MT
e s -1

This equation (3) expresses the relation between I, M,S and T, where T = duration
of presaturation period in days and e = the base of natural logarithms. It is seen that I
- the irrigation capacity during the presaturation period, depends on M -the irrigation
capacity required after presaturation, S - the water requirement for the presaturation
of the rice field, and T - the time in which presaturation must be completed. A - the
total irrigable area in scheme, does not appear in formula (3).
I =Irrigation requirement ( W a t e r duty)

ocres/

inch/

Fig. 13. Water duty for rice itrigstion schema during presaturationperiod in the off-season

The relation, according to equation (3), between the required irfigatiuncapacity I and
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the length of the presaturation period T,for the off season is shown in figure 13. The
figure is drawn for M = 0.325 inchkday (= 9.75 incheslmonth). The thick line holds
for S = 12 inches, whereas the thin line is drawn for S = 9 inches. The latter value
could be obtained where very efficient water control in the rice fields is practised and
only little water on the surface is applied. It is seen that a longer presatwation period
results in a lower irrigation requirement. In a double cropping system, however, a
long presaturation period is undesirable for agronomic reasons. On the other hand, a
presaturation period, shorter than @days, leads to unduly high irrigation requirements.
Moreover, such a short presaturation period will probably lead to wastage of water in
practice and not allow sufficient time for tillage operations. In general, a presaturation
period of 40 to 50 days will be acceptable, which will require an irrigation capacity of
about 0.45 inch/day (1 1.4 "/day,
1.32 l/sec/ha, 53 acres/cusec). After the presaturation period, when only the water in the fields has to be maintained, an irrigation
capacity of 0.325 inch/day (8.3 "/day,
0.96 I/sec/ha, 73 acres/cusec)will be adequate.
It is thus Seen that the imgation requirement during the prcsaturation period is
nearly 40 % higher than thereafter.
y = a r e a presaturated in

O/O

of total area in scheme

Off season

Mx0.325 inch/day
= 8 . 3 "/day

I =a45 inch /day
.11.4

t=time in

o/o

mm /day

of presatwatton period T

T

Figure 14 shows the progress of presaturation during the presaturation period,
according to equations (2') and (2) of the Appendix. The figure is drawn for the offseason with M = 0.325 inch/day and I = 0.45 inch/day. It is seen that the presaturated
area advances more than proportionally with time. In the first half of the presaturation
period, already two thirds of the area is presaturated.
In the foregoing no account has been taken of the possibility that rain may supply
part of the water requirements.
The rainfall characteristics of Malaya have been described under chapter 3. In the 08
wason the rainfall is very unreliable with respeet to the total monthly amount as well
as with respect to the distribution over the month. If rain falls, it is likely to fall in a
few good showers, on a few days only, with very little rainfall for the rest of the month.
The occurrence of this rain cannot be forecasted by the irrigator. If rain falls in fields
where there is need for water, e.g. fields that are to be presaturated or fields in a
controlled drainage scheme without an irrigation supply, a good part of the rainfall
will be used in those fields, if proper measures have been taken to prevent it from
running off. If the rain falls in fields which have already water on the ground to the
desired level, most of the rain will run off and only a small part may be used and very
little saving on irrigation is usually obtained. The system of irrigation has a great
influence on the amount of rainfall that is effectively used. Consider, for instance, a
chain of 10fields. Here all the water is fed through the offtake pipe from the distributary
canal (fieldchannel) on to the first field. Most of this water is passed on to the second
field, and but a small part is used in the first field itself. Most of the water let into the
second field is passed on to the third field etc. The irrigation is done so that all fields
are kept well supplied. When rain falls and the irrigation is stopped, the passing-on of
water from the first fieid to the second etc. goes on, unless the openings in the field
bunds are closed immediately. This is usually not done and the result is that the fields
nearest to the canals tend to run dry and the irrigation supply must be restored sooner
than one would expect from the amount of rain that fell. In practice the irrigation can
only be interrupted during heavy and sustained rainfall, and still only a small percentage of the rainfall will be effective for the water supply to the rice-fields. In practice in Malaya the effect will be that for the off-season -presatwation-period no reduction of the irrigation capacity can be allowed for rainfall, as this period is likely to
coincide with periods of dry weather.
In the main season rainfall is more reliable but its effect will be greatest in the fields
that have still to be presaturated and will be lower in the fields where presaturation
has already been completed. It is also desirabk that presaturation in the main-season
is completed before the months of heaviest and most reliable rainfall, in order to have
the transplanted
welt established to Save them from flood damage. The
effectiveness of the
depends to a large extent on when it falls: its effect will be
high in the begin
he presaturation period and low towards the end of the
period.
Figure 15 shows the relation between the irrigation capacity I and length of presaturation period T for the main season. The figure is drawn for M = 0.30 inch/day
(7.5. "/day)
and a thin line for S = 12 inches with no rainfall taken into account,
for S = 9 inches and S = 6 inches, assuming that on the average 25
ater required for saturation of the soil and establishing the waterlayer
in the field is supplied by rainfall. As with double cropping, also the main-season-
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Fig. 15. Water duty for rice irrigation schemes during presaturation period in the main-season

presaturation period should, preferably, not be longer than 40 to 50 days. It may be
concluded from figure 15, that in general, an irrigation capacity of 0.4 inch/day (10.1
mmjday, 1.2 l/sec/ha, 60 acresjcusec) should be adequate for presaturation in the
main season. When only one rice crop per year is grown, in the main season, some
further reduction in irrigation capacity may be obtained by allowing a somewhat
longer presaturation period. After the presaturation period an irrigation supply of
0.3 inch,day (7.6 "/day,
0.9 llseclha, 80 acresicusec) will be adequate. Thus, in the
main season the required irrigation capacity during the presaturation period is about
33 O ; , higher than thereafter.
The availability of local rainfall for the water supply in rice-fields, may not only
result in a reduction of the required irrigation capacity, i.e. a lower rate of supply, but
more often will result in a temporary interruption of the irrigation supply in periods
of adequate and sustained rainfall (as is experienced in many existing schemes (see
tables 8,9 and 11)). The latter aspect is of particular importance when the water is
supplied from a storage reservoir, as it will entail a reduction in the reservoir capacity
required. A careful analysis of rainfall statistics should be made for each project in
order to estimate how much reduction may be allowed on the rate of supply or on
volume stored.

6. DISTRIBUTION O F I R R I G A T I O N WATER T O T H E R I C E
FIELDS
As explained in the previous chapter, a rice irrigation scheme should be designed for
the high water supply required during the presaturation periods, which cover only
a relatively small part of the year. The unavoidable consequence is that the scheme has
the same high capacity also during the normal irrigation periods after presaturation,
when the requirements in the padi fields are actually less. In most existing schemes in
Malaya, very little evidence is found that the water supply is decreased after completion
of presaturation. The majority of the existing schemes tap the water from the normal
flow in a river, by means of a headworks without appreciable impoundingor sometimes
by pumping, convey it through a canal system to distributaries from where it is let on
to the fields through a large number of unregulated offtake pipes and then further
passed on from field to field. Most of these schemes are designed and operated on the
system of continuous supply to all parts of the scheme at the same time. The number,
size and placement of offtake pipes are all installed to cater for the high supply in the
initial presaturation period. In the case of gravity schemes, tapping water at a headworks in a river, the operation cost of the scheme is independent of the quantity of
water supplied and there is little incentive to reduce the supply according to the requirements in the fields. In practice it is found more convenient to drain off excess water
rather than adjust the supply. Distribution is easier that way, as more water is available
to make up for high distribution losses. Only in case of heavy rainfall with too much
water in the fields will the supply be reduced or temporarily interrupted. The situation
described above, applies to most of the existing schemes meant for irrigation of rice
only in the main season, when there is usually no difficulty in obtaining the water
from the river.
The high distribution losses are caused mainly by the system of passing on the water
from field to field in a long chain. In fairly sloping terrain with terraced rice-fields,
where the difference in ground level is large enough to necessitate the construction
and maintenance of good field bunds, the system of passing on the water from field to
field can be made to work quite well. Most of the rice areas in Malaya, however, are
very flat, and the size af the individual fields is so small that in many areas there is
only a small difference in ground level between adjacent fields. This situation is not
conducive to the maintenance of field bunds in good order. In many areas in Malaya, it
can be observed that the field bunds in areas, receiving the benefit of irrigation are
rather neglected, in contrast to the rain-dependent areas where the field bunds are
usually well maintained. After the water has left the distributaries through the offtake
pipes, it is passed on from field to field, sometimes through openings cut in the field
bunds, often over low and weak sections of bunds, and sometimes through bamboo
pipes or similar purposely placed ‘structures’. Because of the flatness of the land, fields
further away from the distributary canal often get water from more than one side.
This distribution from field to field is left largely to the farmers and often takes place
in an inorganized way. There is usually no difficulty with the water supply to the fields
with the lower ground levels, but dightly higher fields sometimes experience difficulty
in maintaining the water layer. In many areas the lower fields are irrigated deeply in
order to give a supply to the slightly higher fields. This resuits in a high water use,
especially during the prmatwation period, a late supply to the higher fields and deep
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water layers in the lower fields. The differences in level involved are only very small,
of the order of a few inches, but have a great influence on water use and distribution
losses under this system of irrigation. Despite its difficulties and shortcomings, this
system worked quite well for irrigation during the main season only, when long term
varieties are planted and when irrigation is only supplementary to rainfall and sufficient
water can usually be obtained from the rivers.
Large areas in Malaya are irrigated, only during the main season, by ‘controlled
inundation’ rather than by true irrigation. In many areas this is the obvious system,
e.g. on the soft and permeable marine clay soils of Tanjong Karang and the western
part of Krian, where it would otherwise be hardly possible to keep water on the fields
(walso chapter 4.2). In other areas it is practised not because of the soil characteristics, but rather for reasons of topography. e.g. Kubang Pasu. The inherent consequence
of this system is that control over the depth of water in individual rice-fields is not well
feasible. It is unavoidable that some fields have only little water on the surface, whereas
other fields in the same block are deeply inundated. This system is not very well suited
to off-season rice-cropping with short-term, short-straw varieties.

For successful off-season irrigation, a different approach is necessary. Each rice field
must have a guaranteed supply and water resources in the off-season are relatively
scarce. The construction of storage dams or pumping installations on the large rivers
will be necessary to provide an irrigation supply to large areas. Moreover, under a
double cropping system better control over the water is necessary than was obtained
under the traditional system, as short term varieties will be used more and more. Also,
with increased use of fertilizers which will be necessary to maintain a good level of
productivity, the system of passing-on water from field to field over long distances is
unacceptable, as fertilizer will be washed off from the fields where it was applied, to
fields lower down. Also with the introduction of mechanical soil tillage, a better
degree of water control is desirable than is obtained under the traditional irrigation
system, so that farming operations can be carried out in a planned way.
For successfull off-season irrigation, it is necessary to improve on the traditional
designs in order to reduce distribution losses to an acceptable level, to improve control
over the depth of water in individual fields, and to guarantee a supply to all fields,
including the ‘difficult’ ones.
To obtain a fair distribution of the irrigation water to all parts of the irrigation scheme,
the whole scheme shouId be divided in a number of ‘irrigation blocks’. The Size of
these irrigation blocks depends on the topography of
area and other local conditions, but blocks of 200-500 acra have proved qu
blocks must be chosen in such a way that the irrigatiun of
block can be done independently from other blocks. Each bi
tion water from the canal system through one sluice,
be operated and the
be regulated and preferably meas
the blocks, the water
offtrtkesto the irrigation blocks re
requirements in the fieldsand, if
of water within the Mock should take place by m a n s of field channels, airad passin
water from fieM to field should only be done in so far as this d l be comistent
tion of water within abc
ewient distribution and contrd over the water. The d

block should be carried out by the farmers in an organized way. As the fields in each
block belong to a large number of farmers, it is desirable that one ‘irrigator’, chosen
by the farmers, controls and regulates the distribution of the water to all fields in the
irrigation block, rather than that each farmer acts individually.
The system of irrigation blocks facilitates staggering of planting dates, which may be
desirable from a viewpoint of reducing the peak demand for irrigation water for the
whole scheme and for manpower, animal power and machinery in the soil cultivation
and transplanting period.
This system also provides for rotational irrigation if desirable, either between blocks or
between iìeld-channels in a block. Rotational irrigation is also necessary when crops
other than rice are to be irrigated in the off-season.

For the water distribution within the irrigation blocks, the following general rules are
important :
Each field should be supplied either directly from a field channel or from a higher
field. The practice of ‘backing-up’ the water from a channel over the land on the
higher side or filling up a dish-shaped area so that also the higher edges are irrigated,
is wasteful in water usc and dots not guarantee a supply to the higher fidds.
Where water is to be conveyed more or less on the contour, this should only be
done through s channel and not from field to field. The latter practice is likely to
lead to high wam-loses.
Where water is to be passed on from field to field, it should be done in well defined
chains, and not over too long distances. Each field should obtain its water in one
way only. Because of the small size of padi fields in Malaya as elsewhere, it is in
general not feasible to give each field a supply directly from a field channel. The
practice of passing water from field to field should be done to such an extent that
dis&ribvtion tosses do not become excessive.
Fields, which are to be irrigated as a unit, should be surrounded by compact bunds.
When water has to be passed on from one unit to the next lower unit, this should
preferably be done through some kind of a ‘structure’ in the bund. These structures
can be very simple and cheap,e.g. a weir from timber or some bamboo pipes set to
a suitable levti. In this way, better control over the water is possible and waste can

be r e d u d .
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7. T H E PROSPECTS OF D O U B L E - C R O P P I N G

Double-cropping means growing two rice crops on the same land in one year. This
should be distinguished from a cropping system whereby rice is grown in the main
(wet) season and some other crop in the off-season (alternate cropping).
Rice is an exceptional crop in that it can be grown year after year on the same land
without decline in yield, as is the case with most other crops grown in monoculture.
However, when two rice crops per year are grown on the same land, a completely
different situation develops. Under 8 one-rice-cropper-year-system,there is always a
long off-season in which the soil is not irrigated. During this period regeneration of
the soil takes place, making it suitable again for the next main-season rice crop. This
regeneration mainly consists of the oxidation of harmful reduced substances, formed
under the waterlogged soil conditions during the growing of the previous rice crop,
This regeneration is especially necessary as more harmful substances develop during
the rice growing period. The harmful substances are mainly reduced organic products
formed under anaerobic conditions, as exist in the flooded rice field.
The more organic matter in the soil and the more fresh weed growth is added to the
flooded rice field, the greater the chance that harmful reduced products will develop.
A longer rice growingperiod will also increase the accumulation of reduced substances.
Peat and muck soils and soils which support a heavy growth of water weeds in the off
seasan, are, through their high content of easily decomposable organic matter, very
liable to excessive reduced conditions. These soils usually experience due to their low
situation, difficulty with aeration and regeneration in the off-season.
Also under the one-rice-cropper-yeas-systemwith a long off-season, diseases and pests
of rice are naturally decimated by lack of host plants, and the completely different
soil conditions. By introducing a second rice crop in the same year, the possibilities
for aeration and regeneration decrease, whereas those of reduction increase. It also
favours the increase of diseases, pests and weeds.
The low-lying marine soils in Malaya (e.g. Tanjong Karang and the lower part of
Krian) are very liable to excessive reduction in the soil because of the high organic
matter content of these soils and the luxurious weed growth during the off-season.
Aeration and regeneration is difficult in these areas because of their low situation, the
tremendous water content of the soil and the climate in these areas, which has no
pronounced dry season. These soft soils are not suitable to be plowed or harrowed
under flooded conditions, either mechanically or with animal power. The system of
soil cultivation in these areas, only consists of cutting the weeds with a ’tajak’ (a kind
of scythe) when the soil has been flooded for several weeks (figure 16). This ‘tajakking’
is a very tedious and time consuming process, and has no effect in the way of soil
improvement. The weeds are left to rot in the water for several weeks to follow and
this enhances the reduced conditions in the rice field. Also when a weedicide like
paraquat’) is used instead of slashing the weeds, the decomposing plants will cause
for aeration and regeneration decrease, whereas those of reduction increase. It also
favours the increase of diseases, pests and weeds.
The low-lying marine soils in Malaya (e.g. Tanjong Karang and the lower part of
Krian) are very liable to excessive reduction in the soa because of the high organic
l)
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Fig. 16. Rica-land preparation on soft sdls. Fields
weeds left to rot in the water

am W e d . weeds slashed with a kajak' and the

the rice seedlings transplanted as soon as possible after the fields have been irrigated.
Establishment and initial growth of the rice crop can then take place before reduction
becomes harmful to the roots. If doubk-cropping with rice were introduced on these
soils, this would mean that the soil would be under water for the greater part of the
year, and even when not irrigated in the short interral between two rice crops, would
never dry up sufficiently to give good aeration. The double-cropping-with-rice-system
on these soils, does not offer a good possibility to improve and speed up soil tillage
methods. Although double cropping with rice on such soils cannot be expected to
develop into a permanent system of agriculture with good production levels, it is
understandable that as long as there is a shortage of rice, these soils will be used for the
cdtivation of a second rice crop.
These soils are, however, very suitable for crops other than rice in the off-season. The
rainfall in these areas is on the average favourable for the growth of these crops. The
water content of these soils is so high, that the reservoir of available moisture in the
soil is suficient to overcome dry spelts, which are in these areas not very frequent and
pronounced. Ody in the germinating and very young growth stages, may crops experience difficulty izl obtaining their water s w y , as long as the root system is not
yet Established.These difficuftiescan be overcomeby a well-plmned system of planting
before the surface layer has dried out. Because of this favorablecombination ofrainfall
Wing of off-mawn crops other than rice is possible
in these arw.
wang crops othcr than rice in the off-season, will have a favourable
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influence on the production of the succeeding main-season rice crop. The following
factors contribute to this favourable effect. For these crops the soil is tilled intensively
under ‘dry’ conditions. The organic matter is mixed thoroughly through the soil and

plant roots, removes harmful reduced s
period very effectively.
nte chances for development

planted.
of iarge quantities of

higher than the yields in adjacent amas under s i d a r soil and climatic conditions.
If double cropping is or has to be practised in such areas, it should be attempted to
have, after one or two years of double cropping, a break in the off-season with dry
cultivated crops,to sanify conditions as far as possible. In practice a kind of rotation
for the different irrigation blocks or groups of irrigation Mocks,m y be schemed.
On the alluvial soils, e.g. in Kedah and Kelantao, the situation is different. These
areas have a pronounced dry season, and cultivation of dry crops in the off-season
wi11 not be possible without irrigation. This would require a much denser network of
field channels than is necessary for rim irrigation. On these heavy compact soils, the
dry crops will not form a dense, deep rooting system. Moreover, because of the small
range of available water in these soils, very frequent and iigbt k r i p t i o n s will be
necessary for the crops. However, there is still a great risk ofdcought damage. Because
of the low infiltration rate, the chances that crops are damagcd by temporary waterlogging do also exist. These soils dry up very hard and compact (figure 17), and dbed preparation would requite b v y mcchaakl equipment Therefure, dry mg,
cuttivation in these padi areas on a htrge scale would experkace many practical
difficulties.
On the other h a d ,
be overcome by wet

.

season, good aera

Fig. 17. Most of the rice Relds on alluvial soils in Malaya, when not flooded, dry up very hard and
compact in the off-season, and they crack heavily

synchronously in irrigation blocks so that the water does not have to be kept in the
fields longer than is absolutely necessary. Towards the end of the main season, the
irrigation should be stopped early enough so that the standing rice crop can exhaust
the water remaining in the field and the available water from the topsoil, so that
aeration may be effective. Only short and medium term varieties should be used to
allow time for an aeration period. An increase in diseases and pests which might
result from double cropping with rice should be controlled with modern chemical
means.Two rice crops will remove more nutrients from the soil than one crop in the past,
and an adequate application of fertilizers will be necessary to maintain good yielding.
Provided these conditions are met, a double cropping with rice system with a good
productivity level, seems possible in these areas. Recently two varieties have been
developed and tested in Malaya which are not only suitable for double cropping but
also very popular because of their higher yield, better response to fertilizer and better
milling and eating qualities.') Experience in double cropping with rice in Province
Wellesley (Malaya) in the Kulim Irrigation Scheme where it has been practised since
TABLE
17
Padi yields in the Kulim and Muda Irrigation Schemes,Province Welksley, for the main-season 1961/
62 and the off-season 1962.
Aver-

main-season 1961 /62
ganfanglacre
kg/ha

-

padi
yields
.
.-

off-season1962
gantanglacre
kg/ha

Kulim Irrigation Scheme
(9,000

acres)

451.9

2840

f 3.5

510.7

f4.7

3220

(n = 79)

(n = 80)
Muda Irrigation Scheme
(16,OOO acres)

4%.3 f 10.0
(n = 117)

3120

48

484.5

& 9.3

(n = 104)

3040

the second World War, and in the Muda lmgation Scheme, where it was introduced
in 1959, indicates that normal yields can be obtained. Table 17 gives the yields in these
schemes for the main-season 1961/62 and the off-season 1962, obtained in an extensive
program of test cuttings.

APPENDIX

FORMULA
FOR

THE CALCULATION OF WATERDUTY REQUIRED DURING THE PRESATU-

RATION PERIOD

The water supplied to a rice irrigation scheme during any small period of time in the
presaturation period (IAdt), is used partly to maintain the water layer in the already
presaturated area(Mydt) and partly to presaturate some new area (Sdy):
IAdt=Mydt+Sdy

,

(1)

A = total are to be irrigated under the scheme
M = supply required for maintaining the water layer after presaturation is completed
(inch/day)
S = quantity of water required for presaturation, (inch)
I = supply required during the presaturation period, inch/day over the total area A,
to be irrigated
t = time in days, taken from the start of the irrigation
y = area presaturated at time t
T = duration of presaturation period, (days)

Formula (1) can also be written:
dt = S

dY
I A - My

Integrating this formula for the period from t = O (y = O) to t = T (y = A) gives:

S
For t = O is Y = O. hence C ==-1nIA
M
t=-

Fort = Tisy = A, hence
S
T = -In--

M
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SUMMARY

IRRIGATION REQUIREMENTS FOR DOUBLE
CROPPING OF LOWLAND RICE IN MALAYA

A stable and regular irrigation water supply
and good water management are prerequisites for increasing rice production in the
countries of South East Asia. The results of a
study of irrigation water requirements for
lowland wet rice cultivation in Malaya, both
in the ‘wet’ main-season and in the ‘dry’ off
season are described. As rice cultivation and
irrigation methods in most rice growing
countries in Asia are more or less similar to
those of Malaya, this study is believed to be
of interest to many other countries as well.
In chapter 2 the investigation of the water
balance in two test areas of 10 and 84 acres,
as well as of the irrigation water supplied in
three irrigation projects of 16,000, 4,Mo
and 4,l O0 acres with a pumped water supply,
is described.
Chapter 3 summarizesthe rainfall characteristics of Malaya from the irrigation point of
view.
In chapter 4 the factors determiningthe water
requirements in rice fidds are analyzed:
water for evapotranspiration,for percolation,
for establishing the water layer in thc field
and for saturation of the soil. Evapotranspiration amounts to 6.5 inches/month (5.5 “/
day) in the off-season, and 6 inches/month
(5 mm/day) in the main-season. Percolation
appears to be negligible in low-land rice
growing in Malaya, either due to the occurrence of an impermeable layer b l o w the
cultivated soil, or as a result of the “ntrdled inundation’ system of irrigation.
requirements are highest during the initial

part of the irrigation period, the ‘presaturation’ or land preparation period, as an
extra quantity up to 12 inches (300 mm) of
water is required for saturation of the soil
and establishing the water layer on the land
surface.
In chapter 5 a formula is given for the irrigation requirements during the presaturation
period (full derivation in the Appendix).
Figure 13 pictures the relation of irrigation
requirement (water duty) to length of
presaturation period for the off-season;
-re
15 shows this relation for the mainseason. With the aid of these figures a
suitable irrigation capacity for new projects
may be selected, taking into m u n t length
of presaturation period, dependable rainfall
and dectiveness of water control. In general,
under average conditions, with a 40 to 50
days presaturation period, a water duty of
0.45 inchlday ( I 1.4 “/day,
1.3 I/soc/ha,
53 acres/cusec) should be adequate during
the off-season presaturation period; whereas
a water duty of 0.4 inch/day (10.1 “/day,
1.2 I/se&a, 60 aaes/cusec) should be
adequate in the main-season presaturation
period. After the presaturation period, an
irrigation supply of 0.33 inchlday (8.3 mm/
day, 1 I/sec/ha, 73 acres/suces) in the offseason. and of 0.3 inch/day (7.6 “/day,
0.9 iltiwlha, 80 acm/crtsec) in the mainseason will, in general, be sufficient. The
required irrigation capacity during the pnsaturation period is about 40 to 33 perrxnt
bigher than during thc ‘normal‘irr&&m

period thereafter.
In chapter 6some measures to obtain efficient
distribution of water and good water control
in the off-season are discussed.
Finally, in chapter 7, the prospects ofdouble
cropping as a permanent system with regard
to yield level and soil conditionsare discussed.

Double cropping may lead to excessive
reduction in the soil and decline in yields,
especially on soils with a high organic matter
content. Under these conditions regular
aeration of the soil between crops is of the
utmost importance.

suite de: soit la présence d'une couche
imperm&ble au-dessous de la couche cultivb du sol, soit, comme résultat,du système
Un apport stable et dgulier d'eau d'irriga- d'irrigation dit 'submersion contr6lée'. Les
tion et une administrationjudicieuse de i'eau besoins en eau sont les plus 6lev& durant
sont des conditions priori pour augmemter la partie initiale de la #riode d'imgation,
la production du riz dans les pays de YAsie la @riode dite de 'présaturation', OU de
du Sud-Est. U m description est dodes prCParation de la terre, puisqu'un supple
rcSultats d'une Ctude dcs besoins en eau ment d'eau pouvant aller jusqu'à 12 pouces
d'irrigation pour la riziculture aquatiquc en (300 mm) est mbssaire pour saturer ie sol
Malaisie des basscs plaines, tant dans la et pour adnager Ia lame d'eau à la surface
haute saison 'humide' que dans la morte du sol.
saison 'W.Attendu que la riziculture et Au chapitre 5, le lecteur trouve une formule
les rdthodea d'irrigation des r&eS dans la pour caiculer le besoin en eau d'irrigation
plupart des pays (de la production rizicole) muis durant la @riode de p h t u r a t i o n
#Asit ressembknt plus OU w i n s à alles (voir le détail de la dkrivation dans I'AppenpratiquCes en Malaisie, I'on a jugé que cette dice). La figure 13 fait voir le rapport entre
etude pourrait prCscnter de Yin&& pow les besoins d'irrigation (dCbit d'eau) et la
bien d'autres pays aussi.
longueur de la *riode de prhturation pour
Au chapitre 2, des Ctades avw l'objet ie la saison aride: la figure 15 montre le même
bilan d'eau des dGIEx rìzihs de 10 et 84 rclpport pour la saison des piuies. A l'aide
acres pont decritCS, de même que oeiles du de c a chiRres on peut mettre au point une
d'irrigation appropriee pour de
m
~ en eau d'higation
~
~fourni capacitr!
t
pour trois projets d'irrigtition servant B nouveaux projets à exécuter, tenant compte
aheater respacti.cre"t 16.000, 4.500 et de la longueur de la *riode de prhturation,
4.100 acres en mu Pompoe.
d'une pluviosit6 sur laquelle on puisse
Le cbapitre 3 passeen revue les caract6ris- compter et de I'efficacit6 du service de
tiqua8 de la p l u ~ M t en
c W s i e , vuc~lsous surveillanm des eaux. En dnkrai, dans des
conditions moyennes, avec une période de
rangle de I'úrúptiea.
Le chapitre 4 dome t'malyse des facteurs de prhtluation de 40 50 j m , un &bit
<tttenninants des besoins en eau dans íes d'cau de 0,4S pouoes par jour (1 1,4 mm paf
r W a : I'au nkxs"
*
iil'dvapcl.traaspita- jour; 1,3 Ilsecfha;53 acres par pied cube/sec)
deMaicnt suffire au cour% de la *iode de
pfhturation dans la sakon aride; tandis
qu'un debit d'au de 0,4 powe par jour
(141 mm par jour; 1,2 &m/k;
60 acres
par pied cnbthc) est
suffire au cours
dt fa #$iode de prcSaturazi0n dans la saison des piuies. Apr& la p&ide de prthturation, un wpp%merit#irrigation de 0 3 3
LES 3ESOINS EN EAU POUR UNE DOUBLE
&COLTE DE RIZ PAR AN EN M A U I S I E
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pouces par jour (8,3 m m par jour; 1 l/sec/ha;
73 acres par pied cubelsec) dans la &son
aride et de 0,3 pouces par jour (7.6 m m par
jour; 0,9 l/sec/ha: 80 acres par pied cube/sec)
dans la saison des p l u k suflìront en & n M .
La capacité dirrigation requise durant la
période de présaturation est de 40A 33 % plus
élevée que durant la période suivante, dirrigation ‘normale’,
Les auteurs discutent au chapitre 6 quelques
mesures à prendre en vue d’obtenir une
distribution d’eau efficace et un contrBIe

satisfaisant des eaux durant la saison &he.
Au chapitre 7, enfin, i1 est traite des perspectives d’une double rikmlte par an comme
système permamnt par rapport au niveau de
production et aux conditions du sol. Dans
les sols, en particulier, à t&s forte teneur en
substances organiques, une double &colte
par an peut amener un appauvrissement
excessif du sol et le déclin des rendements.
Dans de telles circonstances, une aération
très reguliere du sol entre les récoltes est de
la plus capitale importance.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

dens. Die Evapotranspiration erreicht 6,5
inch/Monat ( 5 3 “/Tag) in der Trockenzeit und 6 inch/Monat (5 “j Tag) in der
Eine stabile und regelmiissige Zufuhr von Regenzeit. Anscheinend ist das Mass der
Irrigationswasser und &ne gute Wasmwirt- Durchsickenmg im Tiefland-Reiskultur in
Malaysia verschwindend klein, entweder
schaft sind Vorbedingungen fiir die E&Öhung der Reisernten in den Ländern Süd- wegen der Anwesenheit kner undurchtässiostasÎëns. Die Ergebnisseeiner Untersuchung gen Schicht vnter dem bearbeiteten Boden
ü h den Wasserbedarf in der nassen Reis- oder ais Foige des ‘controlled inundation’ -,
kultur im Tkfland von Malaya, sowohl d.h. beherrschten Uberflutungsystems bei
während der nassen ‘Hauptsaison’,als in der der Bewässerung. Das Wasserbedürfnis ist
Trockenzeit ‘ausserhalb der Saison’ werden am grössten im Anfang der Bewässerungsbeschrieben. Da der Reisanbau und die Ik- periode, d.h. die &it der ‘Vorsättigung’oder
wiisaerungsmethodea in den Reisländern des Fertigmachens der Felder, während
Asiens mehr oder wenigCr denen in Malaysia wefche man ein zusiitzliche Wassermenge
ähnlich sind, ist viekicht die Annahme be- (bis zu 12 inch: 300 mm) braucht für die
rechtigt d a s die Ergebnisse der vorliegenden Sättigung des Bodens und die UntenvasserArbeit auch für viele andere Llinder von Be- setzung bis zum erwiinschten Niwau.
deutung sein könnte.
I m 5. Kapitel ist die Formel aufgdhrt füt
Im 2. Kapitel wird die Berechnung der Was- die beniitigte Bewibserungskapazittlt wllhserbilanz in zwei Versuchsgebieten von je- m d der Vcmiittigungszeit(die Ableitung ist
weiis 10 und 84 acres beduieben. In drei vollstlndig in der Beiiage angegeben). Figur
sonstigen BeWWcrungsgebieten, von je 13
die Beziehing miSchen dein Bewäs16.000,4.HK) und 4.100 acres, die mit Pum- ~
n (water duty) und
~ der Elauer ~
pen gespeist werden, wird dexl Umfang der der Vodttigungsperiode für die TrockenWagserzufuhr bestimmt.
DER WAS~RBEDARF IN REISFEL~ERN
ZWEI ERNTEN PRO JAHR I N MALAYSIA

male des Niedcrsch

Im 4. Kapitel werden die

MIT

gungsperiode von 40-50 Tagen, ein Wasserbedarf von 0,45 inch/Tpg (1 1,4 "/Tag;
1,3 Liter/Sek/Hekt; 53 acresiCusec) genügen,
wenn die Vorsättigungszeit in der Trockenzeit fällt. Wenn dieselbe in der Regenzeit
fällt, ware mit 0,4 inch/Tag (10,l "/Tag;
1,2 Liter/Sek/Hekt; 60 acres/cuSec) zu
rechnen. Nach der Vorsättigungsperiode in
der Trockenzcit wiirde eine Zufuhr von 0.33
inch/Tag (8,3 "/Tag;
1 Liter/Sek/Hekt;
73 acres/cusec), in der Regenzeit von 0,3
inch/Tag (76 "/Tag;
0,9 Liter/Sec/Hekt;
80 acres/cusec) im allgemeinen zur Bewässerung geniigen. Die benötigte Bewässerungskapazität während der Vorsättigungszeit ist ungefähr 40 bis 330, höher als während der darauf folgenden normalen Bewässerungsperiode.

Im 6. Kapitel werden einige Massnahmen
zur Förderung einer zweckmässigen Wasserverteilung und Wasserregulierung in der
Trockenzeit erörtert.
Zum Schluss wird im 7. Kapitel die Frage
zur Diskussion gestellt, ob angesichts der
aktuellen Ertragshöhen und der besonderen
Bodenbeschaffenheit, die Einführung eines
Anbausystems von zwei Reisernten pro Jahr
mit einiger Aussicht auf Erfolg permanent
möglich sei. Insbesondere fiir Böden mit
hohem organischen Gehalt kann die Doppelernte zu iibermässiger Reduktion und
einem Herabsinken der Erträge fiihren. Unter solchen Umständen ist regelmässige
Durchliiftung des Bodens zwischen zwei
Ernten erforderlich.

RESUMEN

TASAS DE RIEGO PARA DOS CULTIVOS ARROCEROSAL AÑOEN LAS TIERRAS BAJAS EN MALACA

Un seguro y regular suministro de aguas de
riego y un buen manejo de aguas, es esencial
para elevar la produccibn arrocera en los
paises del sur-este de Asia. Se describen los
resultados obtenidos del estudio sobre la
cantidad de agua neceSaria para cultivos arroceros en la estación principal de lluvias
(wet season) asi como en la estación seca
(dry season). El cultivo del arroz y los métodos de riego en la mayoría de los paises arroceros en Asia son mas o menos similares a
los de Ia peninsula de Malaca, en vista de lo
cual, este estudio, a nuestro parecer, puede
ser de inter& para otros paises productores.
En el capitulo 2 se describen los estudios
efectuados sobre el balance del agua en dos
regiones de ensayo de 10 y 84 acres de
superficie, asi mmo un estudio del agua de
riego suministrada por medio de bombas en
3 proyoctos de irrigacibn con una superfìcie de
16.000,4.500, y 4.100 acres rtspectivamente.
Ei capitulo 3 resume las caracteristicas pluviodtricas de la peninsula de Malaca bajo
un punto de vista de irrigacibn.

En el capitula 4 Se hace un análisis de los
factores que la cantidad determinan la tasa
de riego necesaria en estos campos arroceros,
a saber, para la evapotranspiración, para la
filtración, para la consecución de una capa de
agua sobre el suelo y la necesaria para Ia
saturación de las tierras. La evapotranspiración en la estación Seca (dry season) es de
64 pulgadas por mes (5 "/dia)
y en la
estación humeda (wet season) 6 pulgadas
por mes (5 "/dia).
La filtracion parece
despreciableen estas bajas regiones arroeeras
de Malaca. Est0 es debido a que se encuentra
una capa impermeable por bajo del suelo
cultivado, o al sistema de riego llamado
'controlled inundation' o sea inundación
controlada. La mayor cantidad de agua se
requiere durante la primera fase del cultivo,
el periodo de 'presaturacibn' o preparación
de la tierra. La cantidad extraordinaria de
agua para esta presaturacibn asi como para
la acumulaci6n de una capa de agua sobre
el suelo de cultivo, se eleva a 12 pulgadas

(300 mm).
En el capitulo 5 se da una fórmula para
apreciar la tasa de agua de riego necesaria
durante el periodo de presaturacicjn (v&se
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